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Vocabulary quiz for advanced 
 

 

1. Which of these isn't part of the body? 

 

a) a tonsil b) a uvula c) a spleen d) a hoe 

2. What can be convex or concave? 

a) a lens b) a person c) a line d) a liquid 

3. Which of these is not an animal? 

a) a kiwi b) a wombat c)  a pawpaw d) an echidna 

4. What's the opposite of parallel? 

a) vertical b) perpendicular c) straight d) uneven 

5. A teetotaller is someone who 

a) loves tea b) doesn't drink tea c) doesn't drink alcohol d) excels at golf 

6. A despot is 

a) an absolute ruler b) a gossip c) a chatterbox d) a recluse 

7. What happens when a company goes bust? 

a) it expands b) it goes bankrupt c) it downsizes d) it gets taken over 

8. A person who comes from Israel is 

a) an Israelian b) an Israeli c) an Israelish d) none of these 

9. A man whose wife is dead is 

a) a widow b) a widower c) a bachelor d) a single 

10. Which of these is not found in your mouth? 

a) an incisor b) a palate  c) a gum d) a diaphragm 

11. Which of these is not a herb? 

a) sage b) mary c) rosemary d) thyme 

12. What does a taxidermist do? 

a) drives a taxi b) stuffs animal bodies c) treats skin conditions d) fears taxis 

13. A terraced house 

a) has neighbours on both sides b) has a terrace c) is single-storey d)  is fenced 

14. A dog near a playground should be kept 

a) on a lead b) on a leash c) both are correct d) neither is correct 

15. Kale, rocket, radish and turnip are types of 

a) fruit b) dishes c) spices d) vegetables 

16. What do you do with wood? 

a) sew it b) sow it c) saw it d) none of these 
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17. Which word does not collocate with 'different'? 

a) merely b) slightly c) considerably d) dramatically 

18. Which of these illnesses does not affect the respiratory system? 

a) appendicitis b) bronchitis c) pneumonia d) tuberculosis 

19. Which of these adjectives can't be used to describe food? 

a) bland b) savoury c) rough d) raw 

20. Which is the odd one out? 

a) scarcity b) shortage c) deficiency d) abundance 

21. A __________ issue is likely to cause disagreement. 

a) conscious b) conscientious c) contentious d) conciliatory 

22. Which of these words is not connected with walking? 

a) stumbling b) stuttering c) limping d) strolling 

23. If something drives you up the wall, it 

a) brings you down b) cheers you up c) bores you d) annoys you 

24. Which of these words is not a synonym for 'happy'? 

a) elated b) content c) gutted d) jolly 

25. Which of these is not an article of clothing? 

a) a nightgown b)  denim c) long johns d) a hoodie 
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